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We need to improve design of engineering systems, says Akingbagbohun  Mrs. Funmilade Akingbagbohun
 is the national chairman, Nigerian Institution of Mechanical Engineering (NIMechE). ( PAGE 4 )
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Monday, Engineer of the week!

Engr Dr Mrs Funmilade Fatungase Akingbagbohun,FNSE, 
FNIMechE

The National & Diasporan Chairman, Institution of 
Mechanical Engineers of Nigeria. She had previously held the 
position of Chairman of the best branch of Nigerian Society 
of Engineers, The NSE Ikeja branch.

Behold her Swag during the recent celebration of the 
International womens day.Nigerian Engineers in Asia are 
happy to be associated with this veteran Mechanical Engineer.

Engr Austine Anyigadi Agbara MNSE Nigerian-Asia based 
Engineers Forum

Convener.From: Austine Anyigadi Agbara

At the 2022 Distinguised Academic Lecture of ENGR. PROF. OLUSOJI OFI
 organised by the Nigeria Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Ibadan Chapter.



he National Chairman, Nigerian Institution 

Tof Mechanical Engineers, NiMechE), Engr 

Funmilade Akingbagbohun has said 

education in Nigeria is a responsibility of all. 

Akingbagbohun stated this at Courtesy Visit to Vice 

Chancellor Federal University of Technology, Akure, 

Ondo State , March 3rd 2022.According to her, the 

professional bodies are as well stakeholders in 

education sector, while noting that after the 

completion of their formal education, professionals 

who aim to go far in their career must undertake 

continuing professional development. ''This form of 

postgraduate education are not as structured as the 

formal education but are effective in assisting 

members become well rounded professionals. 

NIMechE, like other serious professional bodies is 

also involved''She added that the Council for the 

Regulation of Engineering in Nigeria, COREN and 

Nigerian Society of Engineers, NSE, are both making 

efforts to ensure the MCPD are taken serious. 

‘'The situation in the country where our youths are erroneously labeled as unemployable is undignified and 

unacceptable to us. Especially with many of our lecturers putting so much efforts into training the future 

mechanical engineers with so little resources and under constrained environment.Akingbagbohun said 

NIMechE as an institution was established to among others, contribute to the professional development of 

mechanical engineers both young and practicing. ''Part of our activities includes investing in professional 

development of members.''The National Chairman revealed that the Welding academy is a part of the 

institution's efforts to equip graduates with practical skills needed to compete in the industry and contribute into 

the national development of our country. ''We have observed, through various comments and requests by 

industry stakeholders that there is a huge gap in the sector that need to be filled urgently if we must contribute to 

the national development and industrialization''Responding the VC thanked the institution for choosing FUTA 

stating that it is one  the most prestigious University of Technology in Nigeria in the rating.He stated that FUTA 

is one of the schools running programs to support the outcome based Education OBE by organising SWEPT 

program which is centred at encouraging students in skills development after  going through the normal 

curriculum and school session in school, this program is a practical engineering program session carried out  

after the academic session before the students proceed on industrial training program ITF. He stated that the 

school also have a vision for a welding department where a degree certificate will be awarded and have already 

submitted the proposal to the authorities for approval which makes the partnership with NIMechE a very 

welcome idea for the progress and development of Welding in Nigeria. He pledged his support to NIMechE by 

donating the portion of land within the school environment for welding academy to be constructed.He 

encouraged the institution by involving the relevant departments for the smooth process of the project.
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T
he First Courtesy Visit was made 

by the National Chairman to the 

Special Adviser to the Governor 

of Oyo State on Works and Transport, 

Engr. Seyi Adeleye on Thursday 10th 

March, 2022 at his office in Ibadan. Engr. 

Seyi Adeleye is a renowned Mechanical 

Engineer who has worked in the Oil and 

Gas Sector both within and outside the 

Country.The National Chairman, Engr. 

Mrs .  Funmi lade  Akingbagbohun 

FNIMechE appreciated his support to the 

Engineering Body as he was presented an 

award by the Nigerian Institution of 

Mechanical Engineers. Thereafter a request was made by the 

National Chairman on Land acquisition for the construction of an 

Engineering Workshop and also support for the proposed 

NIMechE conference set to hold in IbadanThe Special Adviser to 

the Governor on Works and Transport, Engr. Seyi Adeleye thanked 

the Nigerian Institution of Mechanical Engineers for the award 

given to him. He encouraged Mechanical Engineers to contribute 

to human development and also to look towards getting a land in a 

strategic area which will be accessible by different connecting 

states. He promised to give his contributions towards the 

development of Engineering. He casted his 

mind back to the Lecture being presented 

by a Former National Chairman, Engr. 

Olufemi Lalude FNSE, FNIMechE which 

was part of what reshaped his mindset 

towards engineering.

Congratulations to 

the Registrar of 

COREN. Engr. Prof. 

Ademola Bello Adisa  

FNSE, FAEng  as you 

resume work today 

15th of March, 2022.
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e need to improve design of engineering systems, Wsays  Ak ingbagbohun  Mrs .  Funmi l ade 
Akingbagbohun is the national chairman, 

Nigerian Institution of Mechanical Engineering (NIMechE). 
She spoke to VICTOR GBONEGUN on ways to improve 
teaching and curriculum of engineering and how 
practitioners can contribute to industrial and economic 
growth.According to UNESCO, engineering has been, and 
will continue to be challenged by designing systems that 
facilitate education and healthcare, enhance quality of life, 
and help to eliminate global poverty. What are the roles for 
mechanical engineers towards achieving Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs)?The role of mechanical 
engineers in achieving Sustainable Development Goals 
stems from the fact that mechanical engineering is the 
bedrock for all engineering fields.Mechanical engineers 
must serve as solution providers and resource with which to 
meet basic human needs and promote sustainable 
development in such areas as water supply and sanitation, 
food  p roduc t ion  and  p rocess ing ,  hous ing  and 
construction.Based on the challenges of our immediate 
society, the level of our technology can only be improved 
when our teaching and curriculum is reviewed. Hence, our 
approach as mechanical engineers towards research must 
change from the basic research concept to applied research 
concept.This would not only improve the academic sector 
but also hasten the rate at which problems are solved by 
mechanical engineers in the society, thereby bringing 
sustainability. More so, failure of engineering component is 
always attributed to design.There is need to improve the 
design of engineering systems to enhance its sustainability, 
while in service. The impact of the developed product must 
be felt in terms of green technology.What are you doing to 
improve engineering teachings and curriculum in tertiary 
institutions?The demand for competent engineering 
graduates from Nigerian Universities is high , and meeting 
that demand depends on the effectiveness of the curriculum. 
There is need for a functional engineering system, which is 
anchored on the key interacting elements of a curriculum. 
These elements include, what to learn, how to teach it, the 
means of instruction, the feedback on what has been learnt, 
the implementers and the learners.The UNESCO report 
observed that colonial governments establish most 
engineering facilities in Africa and various curricula and 
engineering education system were modeled as such. This 
has possibly affected the appropriate structuring of the 
curriculum to meet the immediate growing needs of the 
people.The curriculum specialists can help in harmonising 
the views and experiences of the key players. It must be 
emphasised that serious consideration of the society in 
which the curriculum will be used is very important. In fact, 
for a curriculum to be functional, it should be society 
sensitive. It must foster worthwhile ideals and values of a 
society and should enable that society to progressively attain 
its social, economic and political goals.Therefore, in 
developing engineering curriculum for Nigerian 

engineering students, the environment in which the 
products (engineers) and services will be applied 
must be taken into account.Collaboration between 
the university and the industry can come in form of 
industry-sponsored research and grants, exchanges 
of researches, direct hire of students and graduates, 
joint research and conferences, short courses and 
others.Unfortunately, in Nigeria, this is not the case; 
the level of partnership between the two parties is 
insignificant.Societal problems that require 
engineering solutions are not static; they are dynamic 
and time variant. Hence, as technologies obtainable 
in the industries change, the contents of curriculum 
obtainable in our academia should as a necessity 
change.The implication of the above is that the 
curriculum should not be rigid, unlike what is 
obtainable in most of Nigerian universities. It should 
be re-examined and necessary modifications 
effected.Engineering courses are considered hard to 
learn and most lecturers jump into explaining the 
concepts and solving the equations without any form 
of set induction because they consider it trivial, a 
waste of time or even meant only for students 
studying education.It must be noted that an 
engineering student can be likened to an engine, 
which when you want to operate it, requires that you 
put it on and allow a given time for it to warm 
up.Therefore, an engineering lecturer should start his 
lecture with a set induction. He may start by giving 
one exciting but related quotation relevant to what is 
to be taught so as to prepare the students for the 
course.This requires that the lecturer must prepare on 
time on how to introduce the topic so as to arouse the 
interest of the students.Besides, it is important to 
reiterate here that the number of student’s being 
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admitted to study in engineering 
departments should be reduced to a 
manageable number to enable learning 
to take place properly.In this regard the 
Nigerian Universities Commission 
(NUC) should be very strict on staff to 
students ratio during their accreditation 
vis i ta t ions .Pat ronage of  local ly 
engineered products is very low. What 
should policy makers do to enforce 
c o m p l i a n c e  w i t h  l o c a l  c o n t e n t 
regulations?Regrettably, we don’t 
patronise our locally made products and 
that is a big challenge to our production 
sector. Patronage of made-in-Nigeria 
p roduc t s  by  the  Fede ra l ,  S t a t e 
governments and their agencies as well 
as individuals, would provide the market 
for our industry and encourage the 
establishment of new ones.It will set an 
example to the general public, indicate 
g o v e r n m e n t ’s  c o m m i t m e n t  t o 
industrialisation and job creation and 
also provide a partial shield to competing 
products from abroad.Almost all 
countries in the world, including 
Nigeria, have a policy, which mandate 
patronage of local products. However, 
the implementation of the patronage 
policy in Nigeria is patchy.The capital 
budgets of the Federal and State 
governments could sustain many 
industries. Many governments use their 
procurement process to develop and 
sustain their industry through patronage 
of local products.Where local expertise 
is lacking, it requires the foreign 
contractor to partner with a local industry 
in similar fields to assemble the 
product(s) locally; or give the contract to 
a local industry in similar fields, who will 
then collaborate with a foreign company 
with the requisite expertise.Mechanical 
engineering is a versatile profession with 
many prospects. How can your members 
stimulate industrial and economic 
growth in the country?The roles of 
mechanical engineers are numerous as 
elucidated by the SDGs. In fact, 
mechanical engineers must be able to 
stimulate industrial and economic 
growth in terms of producing machines; 
design and infrastructure that would help 
manage increasing population, pollution 
and mitigate aggression.They should 
help to improve social equity, economic 
viability of designs, environmental 

protection and sustainability.How 
should  mechanica l  engineers 
improve research in the academic 
sector and hasten realisation of the 
infrastructure development in the 
country?The professional bodies as 
well stakeholders in education sector 
have to work in synergy. After the 
completion of their formal education, 
professionals who aim to go far in 
t h e i r  c a r e e r  m u s t  u n d e r t a k e 
c o n t i n u i n g  p r o f e s s i o n a l 
d e v e l o p m e n t . T h i s  f o r m  o f 
postgraduate education is not as 
structured as the formal education but 
are effective in assisting members 
become well rounded professionals. 
NIMechE,  l ike  o ther  se r ious 
p r o f e s s i o n a l  b o d i e s  i s  a l s o 
involved.The Council  for  the 
Regulation of Engineering in 
Nigeria(COREN) and Nigerian 
Society of Engineers (NSE), is both 
making efforts  to ensure that 
Mandatory Continuing Professional 
Development (MCPD) are taken 
seriously. For instance, COREN is 
working on a policy to ensure that 
MCPD is a part of requirements 
n e e d e d  f o r  C O R E N  l i c e n s e 
renewal.The council has also begun 
sensitisation awareness on its 
Outcome Based Education(OBE). 
OBE is expected to address the 
persistent skills shortage whereby 
academically sound engineering 
graduates are unable to express 
practical functionality on the jobs as a 
result of the disconnect between what 
is taught and that which is expected of 
them on the field.The situation in the 
country, where our youths are 
e r r o n e o u s l y  l a b e l l e d  a s 
unemployable is undignifying and 
unacceptable to us, especially with 
many of our lecturers putting so much 
effort into training the future 
mechanical engineers with so little 
resources and under constrained 
environment.What is more, these 
graduates are taken abroad and 
offered opportunities to express 
themselves on the job. There is 
t h e r e f o r e ,  n o  u n e m p l o y a b l e 
graduates in our view rather, 
untapped potentials and lack of 
opportunities.Welding Academy is a 

part of our efforts to equip our 
graduates with practical skills 
needed to compete in the industry 
and contribute into the national 
development of our country.We 
have observed through various 
comments and requests by industry 
stakeholders that there is a huge gap 
in the sector that needs to be filled 
urgently if we must contribute to 
national development.As the new 
chairman of NIMECHE, what are 
y o u r  p l a n s  t o  i m p r o v e  t h e 
p r o f e s s i o n  a n d  w e l f a r e  o f 
members?As engineers, we are 
trained and better prepared for 
innovation at times like this.  The 
great Philosopher Scott Adams 
once remarked, “engineers like to 
solve problems.” This assertion 
will form the basis upon which my 
leadership would ride to advance 
our institution and turn every 
challenge into opportunity and 
e v e r y  o p p o r t u n i t y  i n t o 
success.Some of the programmes 
plans for the duration of this 
administration include training and 
workshops and we will double 
efforts at Continuous Professional 
Development (CPD) as it is the key 
to staying competitive in the 
industry especially as technology 
changes rapidly.New products 
emerge to fill the increasing change 
in consumers’ tastes. Workshops 
and trainings will be organised in 
collaborations with chapters, to 
encourage standardisation. We 
intend to embark on knowledge 
e x c h a n g e s  i n  e m e r g i n g 
t e c h n o l o g i e s  f o r 
members.NIMechE will introduce 
a process that enables members 
make complaint or suggestions to 
improve our services.  Also, 
membership drive will rest on three 
pillars;  improved service to 
existing members, encouraging 
passive members to be active and 
opening doors for new members.  
Our Spouses will benefit from our 
association, as we will continue to 
give them prominent roles in our 
Institution. A more effective 
coordination will be provided to 
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achieve collective goals.We recognise 
that some chapters are facing operational 
challenges and would need our support. 
We shall develop joint programmes and 
encourage our chapters to operate in line 
with the operational guidelines for 
divisions as released by the Nigerian 
Society of Engineers.Increasing emphasis 
will be placed on technical contents like 
codes and standards and technical 
s e s s i o n s ,  c o m m u n i t y  a n d  r u r a l 
development and members’ welfare.The 
national codes and standards committee 
will be expanded and also sub-grouped 
into regional sections to ensure national 
coverage. It must be emphasised that one 
of the primary duties assigned to divisions 
is codes and standards development.  Our 
administration will be working hard to 
ensure the new national committee will 
cover all chapters with each chapter 
expected to nominate at least one 
member.Under my administration, the 
goal is to make our journals available to 
more members. We shall upload some of 
the older materials on our website while 
we publish updated contents and made 
t h e m  a v a i l a b l e  t o  m e m b e r s 
nationwide.We shall sustain the culture of 
the Institution’s Annual Mechanical 
Engineering Distinguished Annual 
lecture (MEDL).To create a sense of 

b e l o n g i n g ,  m o t i v a t i o n  a n d 
encouragement, we would be creating 
d i ff e r e n t  f o r m s  o f  a w a r d  a n d 
recognition.   My Leadership will be 
working towards starting a forum of 
engineers in business.This network 
will be inaugurated later in the year at a 
business forum to be organised by the 
Institution. It will be in partnership with 
reputable business organisations.  This 
gesture will benefit our members and 
support those with active skills to find 
partners or start an entrepreneurial 
j o u r n e y. We  w i l l  a l s o  d e e p e n 
relationship with Nigerian Society of 
Engineers (NSE) and participate in 
u p l i f t i n g  o u r  p r o f e s s i o n .  T h e 
operational guideline for divisions will 
be our watchword just as our internal 
operation is sustained.The NIMechE 
strategic development master plan is to 
position the profession for the future 
and open international opportunities 
for members.  My administration 
would be partnering with relevant 
organisations both within and outside 
to create an industrial mechanical 
village that would house an industrial 
academy for young graduates, research 
and innovation unit, machine shop for 
fabrication and a conference centre.As 
part of our determination to foster 

relationship with government 
agencies and private sector, my 
administration will partner with 
some agencies to execute 
mutually beneficial professional 
projects.We intend to digitise 
our registration process and 
payment will be done.  Video 
conferencing will be introduced 
as part of efforts to reduce travel 
time for those who need to have 
d i r e c t  c o n t a c t  w i t h  o u r 
administrative officers.We plan 
to develop the e-Library as well 
as increase the quality and 
quantity of books available.   We 
will also appreciate our elders 
and leaders sharing old pictures 
relating to NIMechE history that 
can be included as part of our 
virtual mechanical engineering 
database, which will preserve 
their legacies for generations to 
come.With the support of the 
Royal Academy of Engineers, 
NIMechE has developed a 
gender and diversity policy. Our 
institution became the first 
engineering inst i tut ion in 
Nigeria to achieve this.
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Courtesy visit to Engr Francis 
Nimieboka FNiMechE FNSE, one 
of the elders and backbone of 
NIMechE PH Chapter. L-R: 
Olabis i  S i j ibomi  (PRO PH 
Chapter), Engr Nelly Sarah 
(Welfare PH Chapter), Engr Mike 
Jarikre (PH Chapter Chairman), 
E n g r  D r .   F u n m i l a d e 
Ak ingbagbohun (Nat iona l 
C h a i r m a n ) ,  E n g r  F r a n c i s 
Nimieboka (Host of the visit), 
Engr Lawal Musbau (Elder to the 
chapter), Engr Promise Jumbo 
(Vice Chairman PH Chapter), 
Engr Maxwell Jinye (Chapter 
GS)

INAUGURATION CEREMONY OF THE 8TH CHAPTER CHAIRMAN OF  THE NIGERIAN 
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, PORT HARCOURT CHAPTER 

Dinner,  award  and 
i n d u c t i o n  o f  n e w 
member at  the just 
concluded biannual 
genera l  meet ing  o f 
Nimeche Asaba chapter
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From left: Engr. Dr. Obiajulu FNSE, FNIMechE; 
Engr. Jayesimi FNSE, FIOB; Engr. Isiaka Bisiriyu 
FNSE, FNIM, FNIMechE Fmr HOS Ogun State; 
Engr. Dr. Mrs. Funmilade Akingbagbohun FNSE, 
FNIMechE, National Chairman NIMechE (lecturer); 
Engr. (High Chief) Akintunde Zedomi FNSE, FNIM, 
FIoD, FNIMechE ( Honouree); Engr. Prince Yemisi 
Shyllon FNSE, FNIMechE, LLB BL, Special Guest; 
Engr. Christian Ufot Branch Chairman; Engr. Ede 
Chairman V.I branch rep. NSE President; Engr. Taiwo 
Elegba FNSE, FNIMechE Fmr Chairman NSE V.I 
branch; Engr. Taiwo Oguntala FNSE, FNIChE Spouse 
of current NSE Deputy President; Engr. Ganiyu 
Owolabi FNSE, FNIMechE.

Condolence visit to the wife of Late Prof Hart FNSE 
FNIMechE in Port Harcourt.  From L-R: Engr 
Sijibomi(PRO,PH chapter);Engr.Maxwell (GS,PH 
c h a p t e r ) ;  E n g r. M i c h a e l  J a r i k r e (  C h a p t e r 
Chairman);Mrs. Hart; National Chairman Engr.Mrs 
O l u f u n m i l a d e  A k i n g b a g b o h u n  F N S E 
FNIMechE;Engr.Promise Jumbo(Vice chairman of PH 
chapter);Engr.Nelly Davies(welfare secretary); and 
Engr Musibau Lawal
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